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Systematic convergence in the dynamical hybrid approach for complex
systems: A numerically exact methodology
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An efficient method, the self-consistent hybrid method, is proposed for accurately simulating
time-dependent quantum dynamics in complex systems. The method is based on an iterative
convergence procedure for a dynamical hybrid approach. In this approach, the overall system is first
partitioned into a ‘‘core’’ and a ‘‘reservoir’’~an initial guess!. The former is treated via an accurate
quantum mechanical method, namely, the time-dependent multiconfiguration self-consistent field or
multiconfiguration time-dependent Hartree approach, and the latter is treated via a more
approximate method, e.g., classical mechanics, semiclassical initial value representations, quantum
perturbation theories, etc. Next, the number of ‘‘core’’ degrees of freedom, as well as other
variational parameters, is systematically increased to achieve numerical convergence for the overall
quantum dynamics. The method is applied to two examples of quantum dissipative dynamics in the
condensed phase: the spin-boson problem and the electronic resonance decay in the presence of a
vibrational bath. It is demonstrated that the method provides a practical way of obtaining accurate
quantum dynamical results for complex systems. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1385561#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The treatment of quantum effects in large chemic
biochemical systems is a challenging task in chemical re
tion dynamics. Though significant progress has been m
over the past few years in the development of rigorous qu
tum mechanical basis set~in full configuration-interaction
context! methods, they are at present limited to relative
small molecular systems in most of the applications. To
scribe quantum effects in large systems one is thus nece
ily interested in developing and applying more approxim
methods where the numerical effort scales more favora
with the number of degrees of freedom than the conventio
quantum mechanical basis set approaches. Among these
popular mixed quantum-classical approaches, such as
~partially! classical Ehrenfest model1–6 @usually called the
time-dependent self-consistent field~TDSCF! model though
in this paper we reserve TDSCF for a purely quantum m
chanical treatment# and the surface hopping model,7–10 are
very useful approximations in many situations. The semic
sical initial value representation~SC-IVR! is now also under-
going a rebirth of interest as a practical way of incorporat
quantum effects into classical MD simulations.11 Further de-
velopment of these methods and their applications to in
esting problems is an active field of research.

Despite of their usefulness in many situations, it is oft
difficult to estimate and control the error introduced in the
approximations. As a result, one can never be certain of
accuracy achieved in practical applications unless the

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: Theoretische
mie, Technische Universita¨t München, D-85747 Garching, Germany.
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quantum mechanical answer is known. It is thus desirabl
develop a method which, at least in principle, can be syst
atically improved to achieve numerically exact results. Su
is the purpose of the present paper.

We begin with an ansatz similar to that in most of t
hybrid methods, i.e., the overall molecular system is fi
partitioned into a ‘‘core’’ and a ‘‘reservoir.’’ The former is
treated via an accurate quantum mechanical method, whe
the latter is treated more approximately. Different from t
previous hybrid methods, we put such a partitioning into
framework that resembles a common variational calculati
An iterative procedure is carried out to check the conv
gence of the result by systematically increasing the num
of degrees of freedom in the ‘‘core,’’ similar to increasing th
number of basis functions~or other variational parameters!
in a basis set calculation. We emphasize that different fr
many previously attempted methods, partitioning the ove
system into a ‘‘core’’ and a ‘‘reservoir’’ is unambiguous i
our proposed method. The true quantum dynamical result
definition, should be obtained when all the degrees of fr
dom are in the ‘‘core.’’ In practice, however, convergence
achieved in many situations well before such a rigoro
level, and the method can be regarded as numerically ex
On the other hand, one may also treat the ‘‘core’’ and
‘‘reservoir’’ by different approximate theories that are appr
priate at different physical limits. The approach is thus se
empirical in nature and may have difficulties at intermedi
physical regimes, such that the ‘‘core’’–‘‘reservoir’’ partitio
becomes ambiguous. Such methods are certainly usefu
many situations, but are not the subject of the present pa

Furthermore, we will focus on methods that are local
time, which implies that we shall only consider methods th

he-
9 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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treat all the degrees of freedom explicitly. It should
pointed out that hybrid methods can also be developed u
a general master equation-type approach,12 where a memory
kernel is obtained by integrating out some degrees of fr
dom, e.g., a kernel related to the Feynman–Vernon influe
functional13 for the harmonic bath. The iterative procedure
this approach, however, involves a high-rank rank ten
and, therefore, further approximations need to be adopte
make the approach practical.12

There exist many ways of treating the ‘‘core’’
‘‘reservoir’’ at a hybrid level. The essential requirement
that the quantum mechanical method used to treat the ‘‘co
should be both accurate~i.e., in principle numerically exact!
and efficient, and the approximate method of treating
‘‘reservoir’’ should be easily implementable with reasonab
accuracy. The former ensures that a moderately large num
of ‘‘core’’ degrees of freedom~e.g., the size of a commo
organic molecule! can be treated in a numerically exact fas
ion, so that the converged result is approached in the
‘‘core’’ limit, whereas the latter ensures both numerical ef
ciency and the attainment of certain physical limits. Due
interactions between the ‘‘core’’ and the ‘‘reservoir,’’ th
equations of motion for the two parts are dynamica
coupled through a self-consistent procedure.

A candidate for treating the ‘‘core’’ is thus a basis s
method for solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equa-
tion. Specifically, we choose to use a time-dependent m
configuration self-consistent field~TD-MCSCF! approach.
For situations where Bose–Einstein statistics is applied,
the multiconfiguration time-dependent Hartree~MCTDH!
approach developed by Meyer and co-workers14,15 ~which
allows one to treat a rather large boson-system quan
mechanically16,17!. Otherwise ~e.g., for multiparticle elec-
tronic systems! use of the Slater determinant may be nec
sary. In a previous paper,18 it was demonstrated that thi
approach can be used to solve the generic model for elec
transfer reactions in the condensed phase, the spin-b
problem, as efficiently as the usual path integral method.
purpose of the present work is to combine it with other a
proximate methods to further improve its efficiency witho
loss of accuracy.

Various approximate methods can be used to treat
‘‘reservoir,’’ e.g., classical mechanics, semiclassical init
value representations, quantum perturbation theories
other methods.17 It is usually easy to choose among the
methods by examining the physical regimes of the ‘‘res
voir.’’ For example, if the ‘‘reservoir’’ has a rather low cha
acteristic frequency, classical mechanics is often adequa
describe its dynamics for not too low temperatures. On
other hand, if the ‘‘reservoir’’ has a rather high characteris
frequency, one may use some perturbative quantum mech
cal methods to describe its impact on the ‘‘core.’’ We emph
size that the choice of these approximate methods, toge
with the partitioning of the ‘‘core’’ and the ‘‘reservoir,’
merely serves as a trial ‘‘initial guess’’ for solving the pro
lem. The next step of the method is to systematically inclu
more degrees of freedom in the ‘‘core’’ for the rigorous tre
ment, a regular convergence test. Similar to situations
many other self-consistent variational methods, the better
Downloaded 17 May 2005 to 169.229.129.16. Redistribution subject to A
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initial guess, the more easily the convergence is achieve
For practical purpose, we mainly use classical mech

ics, with a semiclassical prescription of initial phase spa
distributions, to treat the ‘‘reservoir.’’ In this case, our se
consistent hybrid method reduces to the conventional mi
quantum-classical model~i.e., classical Ehrenfest! if the
‘‘core’’–‘‘reservoir’’ partition is fixed. However, the fact tha
we do not pre-assume any ‘‘quantum’’ or ‘‘classical’’ par
but rather leave this~often rather arbitrary! division to an
iterative convergence procedure, makes the method va
tional in nature. After an initial guess is made for th
‘‘core’’–‘‘reservoir’’ separation, a hybrid quantum-classica
dynamical calculation is performed. The result obtained
this particular choice often deviates, to some extent, from
true quantum mechanical answer. Iterations are then car
out by moving some of the ‘‘reservoir’’ degrees of freedo
to the ‘‘core,’’ until convergence is achieved.

Usually, the ‘‘core’’ contains the faster degrees of fre
dom. This is because that these degrees of freedom o
exhibit strong quantum mechanical character and also ea
treated by a basis set method. The slow modes, on the o
hand, can often be described quite well by classical mech
ics and, ironically, are very difficult to treat by a basis s
method.19 However, as will be shown in this paper, the di
tinction between ‘‘fast’’ and ‘‘slow’’ is only a relative mea
sure, which strongly depends on specific problems. So
times a ‘‘slow reservoir’’ degree of freedom has to b
included in the ‘‘fast core’’ if the physical parameters~e.g.,
temperature, energy, interaction, etc.! are changed. Othe
types of partitioning, or approximate methods other th
classical mechanics, may be more preferable. These di
ences only affect the numerical efficiency, since in all situ
tions one needs to perform convergence tests to ensure
the true quantum answer is obtained.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follow
Section II presents the essential features of our appro
Section III applies the method to the spin-boson proble
and Sec. IV applies it to the electronic resonance decay in
condensed phase. Section V summarizes and concludes

II. SUMMARY OF THEORY

Consider a general time correlation function for
system–bath-type problem where the interaction betw
them is switched on att50 ~hereafter\51!,

CAB~ t !5
1

Qb
tr@ r̂bÂeiĤ tB̂e2 iĤ t#, ~2.1a!

whereÂ andB̂ are operators involving the ‘‘system’’ degree
of freedom corresponding to some physical quantities~e.g.,
the reduced density matrix, dipole moment, etc.!, r̂b is the
density matrix operator for the ‘‘bath’’ degrees of freedom
andQb is its partition function,

Qb5tr@ r̂b#. ~2.1b!

To evaluate the trace we use a direct product basisun&u j &,
where the ‘‘bath’’ states$un&% are the eigenstates ofr̂b , i.e.,

r̂b5(
n

pnun&^nu, ~2.2a!
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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and the ‘‘system’’ states$u j &% are any convenient basis, i
which operatorÂ has the representation

Â5(
j

(
i

ai j u i &^ j u, ~2.2b!

where ai j [^ i uÂu j &. Using this basis to evaluate the tra
leads to the following expression forCAB(t):

CAB~ t !5
1

Qb
(

n
pn(

j
(

i
ai j ^nu^ j ueiĤ tB̂e2 iĤ tu i &un&

5
1

Qb
(

n
pn(

j
(

i
ai j ^Cn

j ~ t !uB̂uCn
i ~ t !&, ~2.3!

where

uCn
i ~ t !&5e2 iĤ tuCn

i ~0!&5e2 iĤ tu i &un&. ~2.4!

Thus, the major computational task is to solve the tim
dependent Schro¨dinger equations

i
]

]t
uCn

i ~ t !&5ĤuCn
i ~ t !&, n,i 51,2,... ~2.5a!

with initial conditions

uCn
i ~0!&5un&u i &. ~2.5b!

For a complex molecular system, the rigorous treatm
of all degrees of freedom is unfeasible and often unnec
sary. One useful approximation, as is commonly made i
hybrid model~such as mixed quantum-classical model!, is to
partition the overall system into a ‘‘core’’ and a ‘‘reservoir
The former is treated rigorously and the latter more appro
mately. The total Hamiltonian can be written as

Ĥ5Hco~ p̂s ,ŝ!1H rv~ p̂,q̂!1HI~ p̂s ,ŝ;p̂,q̂!, ~2.6!

where Hco(p̂s ,ŝ) and H rv(p̂,q̂) represent the uncouple
Hamiltonian for the ‘‘core’’ and the ‘‘reservoir,’’ respectively
and HI( ŝ,p̂s ;p̂,q̂) represent their interactions. The pha
space variables (ps ,s) and~p,q! belong to the ‘‘core’’ and the
‘‘reservoir,’’ respectively. The time evolutions of the ‘‘core
and the ‘‘reservoir’’ are generally coupled in a self-consist
way.

In our application, the ‘‘core’’ is treated accurately by th
time-dependent multiconfiguration self-consistent field~TD-
MCSCF! or multiconfiguration time-dependent Hartre
~MCTDH! ~Ref. 14! approach, which shows promises f
dealing with large systems. The approximate method for
‘‘reservoir’’ can be any convenience choice, so long as i
easily implementable. In many situations, classical mech
ics is a reasonable choice. The procedure is thus the u
~partially classical! Ehrenfest model,4 with the effective in-
teractions given as

ĤI ,co
eff ~ t !5HI@ p̂s ,ŝ;pt ,qt#, ~2.7a!

HI ,rv
eff ~ t !5^cco~ t !uHI~ p̂s ,ŝ;pt ,qt!ucco~ t !&, ~2.7b!

whereucco(t)& represents the wave function for the ‘‘core
and the Heisenberg operators (p̂,q̂) for the ‘‘reservoir’’ are
replaced by their corresponding~time-dependent! classical
Downloaded 17 May 2005 to 169.229.129.16. Redistribution subject to A
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phase space variables (pt ,qt). The dynamics of both the
‘‘core’’ and the ‘‘reservoir’’ are governed by the time
dependent Hamiltonian,

Ĥco
eff~ t !5Hco~ p̂s ,ŝ!1ĤI ,co

eff ~ t !, ~2.8a!

H rv
eff~ t !5H rv~pt ,qt!1HI ,rv

eff ~ t !, ~2.8b!

and the quantum mechanical trace expression in Eq.~2.1a! is
also modified as

CAB~ t !5
1

Qb
E dp0E dq0rb

rv~p0 ,q0!tr@ r̂b
coÂeiĤ tB̂e2 iĤ t#,

~2.9!

where the trace is only over the ‘‘core.’’ The initial densi
matrix r̂b is split in to a ‘‘core’’ part,r̂b

co, and a correspond
ing classical distributionrb

rv for the ‘‘reservoir.’’ ~Hereby, it
is implicitly assumed that the ‘‘core’’ comprises at least
degrees of freedom of the system.! In accordance with the
classical treatment of the dynamics of the ‘‘reservoir’’~based
on a semiclassical prescription20!, the initial phase space dis
tribution rb

rv(p0 ,q0) is obtained by taking the Wigner trans
form of the corresponding operatorr̂b

rv ,

rb
rv~p0 ,q0!5

1

~2p!Nr E dDqe2 ip0•Dq

3 K q01
Dq

2 Ur̂b
rvUq02

Dq

2 L , ~2.10!

whereNr is the number of ‘‘reservoir’’ degrees of freedom
The classical Ehrenfest model1–6 is chosen for conve-

nience. One may also use a stochastic approach such a
surface hopping model.7–10 Both models have their appli
cable regimes and also certain limitations. Such limitatio
arise from the approximate classical treatment of the ‘‘res
voir’’ and in general cannot be improved once the ‘‘core’
‘‘reservoir’’ separation is predetermined. One must theref
either use a more accurate method to treat the ‘‘reservoir
move some ‘‘reservoir’’ degrees of freedom to the ‘‘core’’ fo
accurate treatment. In this paper we take the latter appro

Thus different from previous applications of a hybr
method, we treat the partition of ‘‘core’’–‘‘reservoir’’ as a
convergence parameter. In the first step, an initial gues
made for the partition. The dynamical calculation is p
formed for this particular choice, using the hybrid meth
such as the Ehrenfest model outlined above. The second
is to move some degrees of freedom from the ‘‘reservoir’’
the ‘‘core,’’ according to some systematic criteria, and p
form the dynamical calculation again for the same physi
parameters. This step is repeated by increasing the size o
‘‘core’’ until numerical convergence is achieved. Since t
basis set method used to treat the ‘‘core’’ is in principle n
merically exact, this convergence is unambiguous and ca
regarded as the true quantum mechanical result.

As has already been mentioned above, within the hyb
approach the choice of the dynamical method for ‘‘core’’ a
‘‘reservoir’’ is not restricted to the mixed quantum-classic
approach. At low temperatures and/or fast timescales for
overall system, a mixed quantum-classical model is not e
cient since most degrees of freedom need a quantum
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2982 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 7, 15 August 2001 Wang, Thoss, and Miller
chanical treatment. In this situation, it is more effective
choose an approximation that bears some quantum mec
cal character. For example, a Born–Oppenheimer-type
proximation can be made, where theslowerdegrees of free-
dom are included in the ‘‘core’’ for an accurate treatme
and the faster ‘‘reservoir’’ is treated by quantum perturbat
theory. Below, we briefly discuss some details of the imp
mentation for the system–bath problem.

A. The multiconfiguration time-dependent Hartree
method

In order to treat a large ‘‘core,’’ we apply the multicon
figuration time-dependent Hartree~MCTDH! method,14–16

where the wave function is expanded in time-dependent H
tree products~for Bose–Einstein statistics!,

uC~ t !&5(
J

AJ~ t !uFJ~ t !&

5(
j 1

(
j 2

¯(
j N

Aj 1 j 2¯ j N
~ t !)

k51

M

uf j k

k ~ t !&, ~2.11a!

uFJ~ t !&5)
k51

M

ufJ
k~ t !&5)

k51

M

uf j k

k ~ t !&. ~2.11b!

ufJ
k(t)& is the ‘‘single-particle’’~SP! function for thekth SP

degree of freedom andM is the number of SP degrees
freedom. Each SP usually contains several~Cartesian! de-
grees of freedom in our calculation, and for convenience
SP functions within the same SP degree freedom are ch
to be orthonormal.

The working equations within MCTDH scheme are14

iȦJ~ t !5^FJ~ t !uĤcuC~ t !&

5(
L

^FJ~ t !uĤcuFL~ t !&AL~ t !, ~2.12a!

i ufİ k~ t !&5ĥkufI k~ t !&1~12 P̂k!~ r̂k!21^Ĥc~ t !&kufI k~ t !&,
~2.12b!

Ĥ5Ĥc1(
k

ĥk . ~2.12c!

Here ĥk is an arbitrary Hermitian operator that only affec
the numerical efficiency,ufI k(t)&5$uf1

k(t)&,uf2
k(t)&,...%T de-

notes the symbolic column vector of SP functions for thekth
SP degree of freedom,P̂k is the SP space projection operato

P̂k~ t !5(
n

ufn
k~ t !&^fn

k~ t !u, ~2.13!

^Ĥc(t)&
k is the mean-field operator acting only on thekth SP,

^Ĥc~ t !&nm
k 5^Gn

k~ t !uĤcuGm
k ~ t !&, ~2.14!

and (r̂k)21 is the pseudo-inverse of the reduced density m
trix,

r̂nm
k ~ t !5^Gn

k~ t !uGm
k ~ t !&, ~2.15!

whereuGn
k&, the ‘‘single-hole’’ function, is defined as
Downloaded 17 May 2005 to 169.229.129.16. Redistribution subject to A
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uGn
k&5(

j 1

¯(
j k21

(
j k11

¯(
j M

Aj 1¯ j k21n jk11¯ j M

3uf j 1

1 &¯uf j k21

k21 &uf j k11

k11 &uf j M

M &, ~2.16a!

so that

uC&5(
n

ufn
k&uGn

k&. ~2.16b!

Finally, each SP function is expanded in a chosen~time-
independent! basis set$uw i

k&%,

ufn
k~ t !&5(

i
ci ,n

k ~ t !uw i
k&. ~2.17!

B. Basis sets and single-particle functions

The primitive basis functions can be any convenie
choice. For example, for the spin-boson problem the t
diabatic states are used as basis for the electronic degre
freedom, and the harmonic oscillator wave functions
used as basis for the bath. Several degrees of freedom
then combined together to form one SP. The number
primitive basis functions/states within one SP consists of
possible combinations of the basis functions for each deg
of freedom, and may be a very large number. These primi
basis functions,uw i

k&, are then contracted using an adiaba
reduction technique,21 where states with energies higher th
Ecut are rejected withEcut a convergence parameter. Such
contraction can be very aggressive~several orders of magni
tude of reduction in number of basis functions! without los-
ing accuracy, as demonstrated in many applications, an
essential for practical applications of MCTDH to a larg
number of~e.g.,;100! degrees of freedom.

For simplicity, the number of SP functions for each S
degree of freedom is chosen to be the same. We find
usually three SP functions for each SP degree of freed
gives satisfactory results. Thus unless specified otherw
this number is used for most of the examples in this pa
~though occasionally more are needed!. This number is
rather insensitive to the specific way of combining seve
degrees of freedom into one SP, as found in our applicatio
This is certainly problem-dependent and convergence ne
to be checked for every case.

C. Monte Carlo procedure for trace evaluation

If all degrees of freedom are included in the ‘‘core’’ an
treated quantum mechanically, then the trace expressio
Eq. ~2.3! involves the total number of initial wave function
for the real time propagation. A direct summation is possi
if the initial density matrix contains only a few pure state
e.g., very low temperature or a specific preparation of
initial wave packet. At high temperatures, there are ma
states that contribute to the correlation function in Eq.~2.1a!,
and inclusion of all such states is numerically unfeasib
Situations are similar for the mixed quantum-classical ca
Eq. ~2.9!, where quadrature summations are not feasible
the classical phase space variables in many dimensions.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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we cast the overall integration/trace summation into a Mo
Carlo procedure. Both the classical phase space varia
(p0 ,q0) for the ‘‘reservoir’’ and the quantum states$n% for
the ‘‘core’’ are randomly sampled via importance sampli
procedure, according to the distribution functionsrb

rv(p0 ,q0)
and r̂b

co(n), respectively.
It is important to note that in the above procedure o

does not average over the time-dependent wave function

quantities related to the single time propagatore2 iĤ t, which
is known to be plagued by the ‘‘sign problem.’’ Instea
physical observables that relate to the Heisenberg ope

eiĤ tB̂e2 iĤ t are averaged. The procedure is thus very sim
to a classical Monte Carlo calculation that is free from t
phase oscillations, which is usually converged for a stati
cal sampling size of 102– 104.

III. THE SPIN-BOSON PROBLEM

In this section, we apply the self-consistent hybrid a
proach outlined above to the spin-boson model with
popular Ohmic spectral density. The focus of the prese
tion is primarily on the performance of the hybrid approa
and its convergence properties with respect to the var
parameters. A few comparisons are also made with so
approximate methods in order to demonstrate the nece
of carrying out numerically exact simulations for certa
physical regimes. More thorough discussions of the phy
of the spin-boson system as a model of electron-transfe
actions in a solvent, as well as comparisons with a variety
approximate approaches, are given in the following pape22

A. Background of the problem

The spin-boson model is a generic model for elect
transfer reactions in the condensed phase,23,24where two dis-
crete~electronic! states, corresponding to the donor and
ceptor states in electron transfer processes, are line
coupled to a phonon bath. In the diabatic representation,
Hamiltonian is

Ĥ5ĤB1~ u1&^1u2u2&^2u!Ĥc

1e~ u1&^1u2u2&^2u!1D~ u1&^2u1u2&^1u!, ~3.1!

where the bath HamiltonianHB and the system–bath cou
pling Hc are expressed in the mass-weighted coordinate
tem as

HB5(
j

1

2
~Pj

21v j
2Qj

2!, ~3.2a!

Hc5(
j

cjQj . ~3.2b!

The central property of the bath is its spectral density,23

J~v!5
p

2 (
j

cj
2

v j
d~v2v j !, ~3.3!

which characterizes the effect of the bath on transitions
tween the electronic states. In this paper we choose it in
popular Ohmic form with an exponential cutoff,
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Jo~v!5
p

2
ave2v/vc, ~3.4!

which has been extensively studied via various approxim
approaches and also accurate numerical path integral m
ods, and is thus ideal for comparison purposes.

The observable of interest is the time-dependent pop
tion difference of the two electronic states,sz(t),

sz~ t !5
1

QB
tr@e2bĤBu1&^1ueiĤ tŝze

2 iĤ t#, ~3.5a!

ŝz5u1&^1u2u2&^2u, ~3.5b!

where the initial density matrix is chosen to be factorize
with the initial electronic state set to stateu1& and a thermal
distribution for the phonon bath.

The continuous bath spectral density of Eq.~3.4! can be
discretized to the form of Eq.~3.3! via the relation,

cj
25

2

p
v j

Jo~v j !

r~v j !
, ~3.6a!

wherer~v! is a density of frequencies satisfying

E
0

v j
dvr~v!5 j , j 51,...,Nb . ~3.6b!

The precise functional form ofr~v! does not affect the fina
answer if enough bath modes are included, but it does af
the efficiency of solving the problem~i.e., the number of
bath modes needed to represent the continuum!. Here we
chooser~v! to accurately reproduce the reorganization e
ergy with any number of bath modes, i.e.,

r~v!5
Nb

vc

e2v/vc

12e2vm /vc
, ~3.7!

wherevm is the largest frequency of the bath modes cons
ered in the calculation, which is chosen asvm55210vc .

The expression forsz(t) is thus in the form of Eq.~2.3!,
which can be solved by the hybrid method described abo
Different from a molecular system with a fixed number
degrees of freedom, convergence tests needs to be perfo
to ensure that the number of discrete phonon modes is s
cient to represent the condensed phase environment. Fo
examples studied in this paper, this number ranges from
to 400.

B. Results and discussion

The methodology presented in the previous sections i
principle ~numerically! exact, as long as one chooses enou
variational parameters. This includes choosing a suffici
number of bath modes to represent the continuum, includ
enough number of degrees of freedom in the ‘‘core’’ for a
curate quantum mechanical treatment, as well as other
rameters. Calculations have been performed for param
regimes where numerical path integral results are availa
e.g., those reported in Refs. 25 and 26, with which our c
verged results are all in quantitative agreement. Below
discuss our results and their convergence properties with
spect to other regimes.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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As was discussed in Sec. II, within the hybrid approa
different approximate methods can be used to treat the
namics of the ‘‘reservoir.’’ Furthermore, depending on t
particular situation under consideration, the strategy for
‘‘initial guess’’ of the ‘‘core’’–‘‘reservoir’’ partition may be
different. For most of the numerical results presented be
we have used the mixed quantum-classical approach a
partitioning where the two electronic states are always
cluded in the ‘‘core.’’ The number of bath modes in th
‘‘core’’ is then systematically increased from the hig
frequency end of the spectral density. However, as will
shown in the following paragraphs and various figure c
tions, in some cases other criteria in selecting the ‘‘co
degrees of freedom may be preferable~in terms of numerical
efficiency!. In particular, we have found that for situations
very low temperature hybrid methods other than mix
quantum-classical are more efficient. Since the method
self-consistent, the ‘‘correct’’ ‘‘core’’–‘‘reservoir’’ partition
for a specific parameter regime is iteratively found from co
vergence tests, and depends on the physical parameters
as temperature, electron–phonon coupling, etc.

Figure 1 shows the convergence ofsz(t) with respect to
the percentage of the bath modes in the ‘‘core.’’~A discreti-
zation of the bath with a total of 50 vibrational modes pr
vides converged results for the parameter regime consid
here.! The parameters in Fig. 1~a! corresponds to a rathe
high bath characteristic frequency,vc /D540, and a rela-
tively low temperature,bvc510, for the bath. It is thus ex
pected that a relatively high percentage of the bath mo
have to be treated quantum mechanically. This is ind
what we have found. It is seen that when no phonon mo
are included in the ‘‘core’’~i.e., classical Ehrenfest model fo
the spin-boson problem27!, the population decay is muc
slower than the true quantum mechanical result displaye

FIG. 1. Convergence ofsz(t) with respect to the percentage of the ba
modes~starting from the high frequency end of the spectral density! in the
‘‘core.’’ ~a! e50,vc /D540, a50.5, bD50.25; ~b! e50, vc /D510,
a50.5, bD50.25.
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hollow circles. Results are systematically improved as m
bath modes are included in the ‘‘core.’’ Within the statistic
error, the results are essentially converged with roughly 7
modes included in the ‘‘core.’’

As the percentage of the bath modes in the ‘‘core’’ i
creases, the variational parameters in the MCTDH treatm
of the ‘‘core’’ may not remain the same. In the above e
ample, three SP functions per each SP degree of free
gives converged MCTDH result for cases where less t
70% modes are treated in the ‘‘core.’’ This number is n
sensitive to the specific ways of grouping several bath mo
into the SP degrees of freedom. However, for higher perc
age of the ‘‘core’’ bath modes, the minimum number of S
functions per SP degree of freedom increases to five, a
rather insensitive to the particular grouping of modes. T
suggests that for low-frequency modes the orbitals are s
into many nodes and more SP functions are required to
scribe their reduced density matrices. It is inappropriate
describe the overall dynamics with a single Hartree appro
mation for these low frequency modes~which is a popular
assertion!. Instead, one has to use evenmore SP functions.
This is related to the fact that the classical limit~decoherent
but with many configurations! is different from the single
Hartree limit.

Figure 1~b! illustrates the convergence property ofsz(t)
for a slower bath,vc /D510, where other parameters a
kept the same as in Fig. 1~a!. It is natural to expect that a
higher percentage of the modes can be treated classi
than that in Fig. 1~a!, which is confirmed by the result
shown in the figure. Approximately 40% of the~higher fre-
quency! ‘‘core’’ modes gives converged population deca
although the usual classical Ehrenfest model~0% bath modes
in the ‘‘core’’! already gives reasonable answers in this ca
As the bath characteristic frequencyvc decreases, fewer bat
modes need to be included in the ‘‘core’’ for accurate qua
tum mechanical treatment and classical Ehrenfest model
comes more accurate.

It is interesting to note that in Fig. 1, the Kondo param
etera was chosen to bea5 1

2, which has been paid specia
attention in previous literature.23 In the limit vc→` and
bvc→`, a simple expression forsz(t) is given as@cf., for
example, Eq.~5.23! in Ref. 23, note there is a factor of
difference in the convention ofD between Ref. 23 and the
current paper#

sz~ t !5expF22p
D2

vc
t G . ~3.8!

This can also be viewed as a special limit for t
noninteracting-blip approximation~NIBA ! ~Ref. 23! for suf-
ficiently low temperatures. The parameters in Fig. 1, thou
satisfying the usual perturbation theory requirement
nonadiabatic electronic transitions, do not fulfill the requir
ment for Eq.~3.8!. As a result, NIBA givessz(t)’s that are in
very good agreement with our simulation, but showing so
difference from Eq.~3.8!.

In electron-transfer theory, one of the most importa
parameters is the classical reorganization energy,
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Er5
4

p E
0

`

dv
J~v!

v
, ~3.9!

which measures the electron–phonon coupling strength.
Ohmic spectral density in Eq.~3.4!, the integral in Eq.~3.9!
gives Er52avc . Rate constants can be evaluated via
Fermi Golden Rule or NIBA, which gives classical Marc
theory at high temperatures.

This procedure for calculating the rate constant imp
itly assumes that there is a sufficient time scale separa
between the electronic states and the phonon bath. Cau
must be taken in justifying it for realistic systems. As
example, Fig. 2 shows the converged simulations ofsz(t)
with respect to different time scales of the phonon bath. I
clear thatsz(t) exhibits an incoherent to coherent transiti
as the bath becomes slower, despite the fact thatEr510D is
set the same for all cases. So far~to the best of our knowl-
edge!, such a transition cannot be predicted by a exist
theoretical model.

For incoherent electronic relaxations such as displa
in Figs. 1 and 2, we find that gradually increasing the num
of bath modes, starting from the high-frequency end of
spectral density, provides a systematic and efficient way
achieving converged quantum mechanical results. For co
ent regimes, however, the electron–phonon couplings
relatively weak and, therefore, some of the high-freque
modes may also be treated classically without losing ac
racy in the overall result. This further reduces the percent
of the bath modes which must be included in the ‘‘core’’ a
makes the calculation more efficient. Specifically, a char
teristic frequency for the electronic states is estimated fr
its Rabi frequency,

v r52Ae21D2. ~3.10!

The percentage of ‘‘core’’ modes is systematically increas
starting from v5v r and moving to both high- and low
frequency ends. The physical implication of this approach
that bath modes with frequencies that are in resonance to
coherent oscillations of electronic populations have ma
impact to the overall electronic transitions.

Figure 3 illustrates the dynamics ofsz(t) for coherent
regimes, where againEr is fixed and the time scale of th
bath is varied. In Fig. 3~a! the electronic biase is zero, so

FIG. 2. Dynamics ofsz(t) with respect to different time scales of the bat
The parameters aree50, bD50.25, and the classical reorganization ener
Er52avc510D is set the same for three cases. The percentage of the
modes~starting from the high frequency end of the spectral density! in the
‘‘core’’ are 38%, 13%, and 0% fora50.5, a55, anda520, respectively;
and the number of bath modes are 50, 100, and 200, respectively.
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thatsz(t)→0 ast→`, and the change in the bath timesca
only affects the oscillation amplitude and period ofsz(t). In
Fig. 3~b!, the bias is chosen ase/D51 and the long time
limit of sz(t) is also different as the bath time scale chang

In a mixed quantum-classical calculation, it is ofte
tempting to separate the overall molecular system into
‘‘fast’’ and a ‘‘slow’’ part, with the former treated quantum
mechanically. This intuitive approach, however, does
work well for situations such as in Fig. 3. The only diffe
ence between parameters in Fig. 3~a! and Fig. 3~b! is the
electronic energy biase, and it is seen that it has a majo
impact on the percentage of modes that need to be tre
quantum mechanically. For all three cases in Fig. 3~a! where
e50, the classical Ehrenfest model~0% modes in the
‘‘core’’ ! gives converged results. On the other hand, a cer
percentage of the bath modes needs to be treated qua
mechanically for a nonzero bias,e/D51. The most impor-
tant such modes are those with frequencies close to the
frequency of the electronic states. Calculations have b
performed using the same strategy as in Figs. 1 and 2,
gradually increasing the percentage of the ‘‘core’’ mod
which start from the high-frequency end of the spectral d
sity, and it is found to be rather inefficient. For example, f
the case ofa50.02,vc /D55 in Fig. 3~b!, more than 70%
bath modes need to be put in the ‘‘core’’ to obtain converg
results. Among these modes, tests show that those with
quencies much higher than the Rabi frequency,v r in Eq.
~3.10!, can be put to the ‘‘reservoir’’ and treated classical
The resulting ‘‘core’’ thus needs only 30% of the modes
achieve convergence. This suggests that caution mus
taken in preassuming a fixed partition of ‘‘classical’’ an

th

FIG. 3. Dynamics ofsz(t) with respect to different time scales of the bat
The parameters arebD50.25, and the classical reorganization energyEr

52avc50.2D: ~a! e50. The classical Ehrenfest model~0% bath modes in
the ‘‘core’’! with 50–100 bath modes provides converged results for
three cases.~b! e/D51. The percentage of the bath modes~centered around
v r52Ae21D2! in the ‘‘core’’ are 30%, 24%, and 0% fora50.02, a51,
anda50.4, respectively; and the number of bath modes are 50, 50, and
respectively.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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‘‘quantum’’ degrees of freedom. Necessary converge
tests, such as those performed here, need to be carried o
ensure the correct quantum mechanical results. Also, it s
gests that physical intuitions that are often used in perfo
ing approximate calculations for these regimes need to
rebuilt based on the exact simulations.

In Figs. 1–3, we have shown that the converged perc
age of the bath modes in the ‘‘core’’ depends on the temp
ture, the timescale of the bath, and the electronic energy
~since the electronic exchange matrix elementD is used as a
basic unit in this paper, it does not serve as a parame!.
Figure 4 shows that this percentage may also depend on
electron–phonon coupling,a. The time-dependent popula
tion displays a coherent to incoherent transition as
electron–phonon coupling increases, a well known phys
phenomenon. However, due to the ill time scale separa
between the electron and phonon degrees of freedom, e
ing analytic theories are not satisfactory in quantitatively
scribingsz(t) for largea ~e.g.,a50.4 in Fig. 4!, and neither
is the classical Ehrenfest model. In general more ‘‘co
modes are needed for convergence to the true quantum r
as the electron–phonon coupling increases.

Figures 5 and 6 display dynamics ofsz(t) for a lower
temperature,bD55. In Fig. 5 the classical reorganizatio
energyEr is fixed and the characteristic frequency of t
bath is varied, whereas in Fig. 6 the dynamics is investiga

FIG. 4. Dynamics ofsz(t) with respect to different electron–phonon co
plings. The parameters aree/D51,bD50.25,vc /D51. The percentage o
the bath modes~centered aroundv r52Ae21D2! in the ‘‘core’’ are 24%,
24%, and 30% fora50.1, a50.2, anda50.4, respectively; and the num
ber of bath modes is 70 for all three cases.

FIG. 5. Dynamics ofsz(t) with respect to different time scales of the bat
The parameters aree/D51,bD55, and the classical reorganization ener
Er52avc50.25D is set the same for three cases. The percentage of
bath modes~starting from the high frequency end of the spectral density! in
the ‘‘core’’ are 80%, 48%, and 20% fora50.1,a50.25, anda51, respec-
tively; and the number of bath modes are 50, 50, and 100, respectivel
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versus the Kondo parameter,a, with other parameters fixed
Due to the lower temperature, more bath modes are nee
in the ‘‘core’’ to obtain accurate quantum mechanical resu
For simplicity the convergence is shown versus the perc
age of the ‘‘core’’ bath modes from the high-frequency e
of the spectral density. The same strategy as in Figs. 3 a
~i.e., centered aroundv r! can also be used here to reduce t
number of ‘‘core’’ bath modes. The savings in computation
cost are not as significant, however, because at lower t
perature more high-frequency modes need to be tre
quantum mechanically. On the other hand, relatively few
sis functions are needed for each mode and it is rather ea
perform a MCTDH calculation that includes many modes

Although the mixed quantum-classical strategy wor
well for many parameter regimes, it is not efficient for ve
low temperatures. In this situation almost all the bath mo
exhibit strong quantum mechanical character and need t
included in the ‘‘core’’ within a mixed quantum-classica
treatment. On the other hand, the hybrid method descri
above is not restricted to the mixed quantum-classical mo
One may choose other approximate methods for treating
‘‘reservoir’’ that are more efficient at low temperatures, a
check convergence in a similar fashion~i.e., by increasing
the size of the ‘‘core’’ which is always treated via MCTDH!.

As an example, we investigate the dynamics ofsz(t) at
very low temperature, where we partition the two electro
states plus thelow-frequencymodes in the ‘‘core,’’ and the
high-frequency modes in the ‘‘reservoir.’’ A Born–
Oppenheimer-type approximation can then be made, wh
the fast ‘‘reservoir’’ is treated by perturbation theory. It h
been shown previously23 that in this way the high-frequenc
‘‘reservoir’’ can be integrated out, resulting in a modifie
exchange matrix elementDeff for the slower ‘‘core,’’

Deff5D expF 2

p E
vq

`

dv
J~v!

v2 G . ~3.11!

Herevq is the ‘‘core’’–‘‘reservoir’’ boundary that serves as
convergence parameter. For example, the complete quan
dynamical treatment for the original spin-boson problem
recovered in thevq→` limit. It should be pointed out tha
Eq. ~3.11! is only valid at nearly zero temperature for th
high-frequency ‘‘reservoir,’’bvq@1. It is used here for con-

e

FIG. 6. Dynamics ofsz(t) with respect to different electron–phonon cou
plings. The parameters aree/D51,bD55,vc /D52.5. The percentage o
the bath modes~starting from the high frequency end of the spectral dens!
in the ‘‘core’’ is 80% for all three cases; and the number of bath modes
50, 50, and 75 fora50.1, a50.2, anda50.4, respectively.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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venience. In general, one can carry out perturbation calc
tions for each ‘‘reservoir’’ mode explicitly without integrat
ing out them.

Figure 7 illustrates the convergence ofsz(t) versus the
percentage of the ‘‘core’’ modes, starting from the low
frequency end of the spectral density. The parameters ae
50, vc /D560, a50.05, bD510, which corresponds to
rather low temperature. In order to represent the continu
300 bath modes are needed in the discretization. The ‘‘co
is treated via the MCTDH method as described abo
whereas the effect of the ‘‘reservoir’’ is given by Eq.~3.11!.
For this particular case, convergence is reached when inc
ing 10% bath modes in the ‘‘core’’ for accurate dynamic
treatment, although 5% bath modes in the ‘‘core’’ alrea
provides a good description.

FIG. 7. Convergence ofsz(t) with respect to the percentage of the ba
modes~starting from the low frequency end of the spectral density! in the
‘‘core.’’ The parameters aree50,vc /D560,a50.05,bD510, and the num-
ber of bath modes is 300.

FIG. 8. Dynamics ofsz(t) with respect to different electron–phonon co
pling a for bD510 andvc /D560: ~a! e50. The percentage of the bat
modes~starting from the low frequency end of the spectral density! in the
‘‘core’’ are 10%, 10%, and 15% fora50.05,a50.1, anda50.5, respec-
tively, and the number of bath modes is 300 for all three cases. Foa
50.5, five SP functions are used for each SP.~b! e/D520.5. The percent-
age of the bath modes~starting from the low frequency end of the spectr
density! in the ‘‘core’’ are 10%, 15%, and 15% fora50.05, a50.1, and
a50.2, respectively; and the number of bath modes are 300, 350, and
respectively.
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Figures 8~a! and 8~b! illustrate the dynamics ofsz(t)
versus the electron–phonon coupling,a. The parameters
vc /D560 andbD510 are the same as in Fig. 7. In Fig. 8~a!
the electronic energy biase is zero, and in this paramete
regime NIBA gives results in excellent agreement with t
simulation. Fora50.5, the expression in Eq.~3.8! is also in
good agreement with both the NIBA and the simulation
sults. On the other hand, in Fig. 8~b! the electronic biase is
nonzero, and here NIBA gives progressively worse results
a increases. In fact, it does not even conserve the total e
tronic population.

At very low temperature and/or high bath characteris
frequencyvc , an approximation has been proposed pre
ously for weak electron–phonon coupling cases.28 Compari-
sons are made in Fig. 9 between this weak-coupling appr
mation~WCA! and the simulation. Overall, WCA gives quit
good results for both zero and nonzero electronic energy
e ~with a slight phase shift!. NIBA, one the other hand, is
very accurate fore50, but much worse for a sizablee.

IV. ELECTRONIC RESONANCE DECAY
IN THE CONDENSED PHASE

One of the advantages of the method proposed in
paper is that many degrees of freedom are treated expli
in the ‘‘core.’’ With respect to the numerical implementatio
there is little difference between a subsystem and a bath.
can thus treat much larger subsystems than the two-s
problem, with essentially no increase in the computatio
effort ~if the bath properties remain unchanged!. As an ex-
ample, we consider the effect of a thermal bath on the e
tronic resonance decay.29,30
0,

FIG. 9. Comparisons ofsz(t) between converged simulation results, th
NIBA, and the weak-coupling approximation~WCA!. The parameters are
a50.1, bD510, andvc /D560. The number of bath modes is 350, an
15% low-frequency end of the spectral density is included in the ‘‘core.’’~a!
e50; ~b! e/D520.5.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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A. Background of the problem

Short-lived electronic states that decay by electron em
sion into a continuum are an ubiquitous phenomenon
atomic and molecular physics. The corresponding resona
can be observed, for example, in photoionization a
electron-scattering cross sections.31 In molecules the decay
of electronic resonance states is significantly influenced
nuclear motion. Whereas the theory of resonant electr
molecule scattering appears to be well developed for sm
molecules~see, for example, Refs. 32, 33 for reviews!, so far
there have been relatively few attempts to provide a theo
ical modeling of electronic resonance decay in larger po
atomic systems such as, for example, larger polyatomic m
ecules, molecular aggregates, or molecules adsorbed
surfaces.34–36,30 In such systems the electronic dynamics
coupled to a large number of vibrational modes and one
the interesting aspects is how this dissipative environm
affects the decay dynamics of the resonance.

Here, we adopt a model which was proposed recentl
study such processes.29 Based on the projection-operato
formalism,37,33 the model describes an isolated electro
resonance that can decay into a single electronic scatte
channel and is coupled to a continuum of nuclear vibratio
In a basis of diabatic electronic states, consisting of a
crete stateufd& ~which represents the resonance! and a set of
background scattering statesufk&, the Hamiltonian is
written as

Ĥ5ĤB1~Ĥc1ed!ufd&^fdu1(
k

ufk&ek^fku

1(
k

~ ufd&Vdk^fku1H.c.!. ~4.1!

Here, ek5k2/2 denotes the asymptotic energy of a co
tinuum electron anded is the energy of the resonance sta
HB andHc , as given in Eq.~3.2!, represent the nuclear vi
brational Hamiltonian and its coupling to the resonance st
respectively. As in the previous section, the nuclear vib
tional continuum is represented by a Ohmic bath~with ex-
ponential cutoff!, Eq. ~3.4!, which is discretized via Eqs
~3.6!–~3.7!.

The discrete-continuum coupling elementVdk is speci-
fied by the energy-dependent decay width of the resona

G~E!52p(
k

uVdku2d~E2ek!. ~4.2!

In the model considered here, this electronic width funct
is given by Wigner’s threshold law38 at low energies and a
suitable cutoff function at high energies,

Gc~E!5A~E/B!~ l 1~1/2!! exp~2E/B!, ~4.3!

wherel denotes the lowest partial wave into which the re
nance can decay according to symmetry selection rules.

The electronic continuum can be discretized by introd
ing a density of statesV(E) satisfying

E
0

ek
dEV~E!5k, k51,2,..., ~4.4!
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and similar to Eq.~3.6!, Eq. ~4.3! is cast into the form of Eq.
~4.2! via

uVdku25
1

2p

Gc~ek!

V~ek!
. ~4.5!

For simplicity, we chooseV(E) to be constant,

V~E!5
Nk

Emax
, ~4.6!

whereNk is the number of states that represent the electro
continuum, andEmax is the energy for the highest electron
state, which is sufficiently large to ensure convergence.

The observable of interest, for studying the influence
the thermal bath on the decay of the electronic resonanc
the time-dependent survival probability of the resonan
state,

Pd~ t !5
1

Qb
tr@e2bĤbufd&^fdueiĤ tufd&^fdue2 iĤ t#. ~4.7!

Here, it is assumed that the electron is initially in the res
nance state and the vibrational bath is in thermal equilibriu

B. Results and discussion

With respect to the computational methodology d
scribed in this paper, the procedure for calculating the e
tronic resonance decay is nearly identical to that for the sp
boson problem. The only difference is that now we haveNk

states instead of only two states. This makes negligible
ference in both numerical implementation and the compu
tional effort for similar~nuclear! bath properties.

Figure 10 displays the survival probability,Pd(t), for
the discrete resonance state. The parameters used here39

A53.833 eV,B50.3 eV, andl 52 for the width function in
Eq. ~4.3!; a516 andvc50.2 eV for the~nuclear! Ohmic
bath in Eq.~3.4!; anded51.5 eV for the discrete resonanc
state. A total of 50–100 discretized electronic statesufk&
with Emax53.5 eV, and 30–50 nuclear bath modes, prov
converged results within the timescale of simulation.

In the absence of coupling to the nuclear vibrationsa
50), the model does not possess bound states and, there
the resonance state decays completely to the electronic
tinuum. Due to the relatively high energy of the resonan

FIG. 10. Survival probability of the discrete resonance state,Pd(t). The
parameters are given in the text. The percentage of the bath modes~starting
from the high-frequency end of the spectral density! in the ‘‘core’’ are 90%,
80%, and 40% forT50 K, T52000 K, andT510000 K, respectively; and
the number of bath modes are 50, 30, and 30, respectively. For compar
Pd(t) in the absence of the bath is displayed as the thin line.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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state (ed51.5 eV), the time scale of the decay is rather fa
Furthermore, it is seen that the decay is nonmonotonic
exhibits pronounced coherent oscillations. As has been
cussed in detail by Plo¨hn et al., these oscillations are th
result of the quantum beating of two resonance poles in
model. The coupling to the vibrational bath alters this dec
dynamics qualitatively. The electronic energy present in
initial state can now be dissipated into the vibrational b
and is thus no longer available for the autodetachment
cess of the electron, thereby stabilizing the electron in
resonance state.40 At zero temperature of the bath, this stab
lization mechanism results in an incomplete decay, i.e
finite population of the resonance state at longer times. T
suggests that the electron–nuclear coupling induces bo
states with finite overlap to the resonance state. As temp
ture increases, states with higher energies become m
populated and eventually the resonance will completely
cay to the electronic continuum. It is also seen that the
netics of the resonance decay is changed when temper
increases; the initial decay becomes slower and the pop
tion dynamics undergoes a coherent to incoherent transi

It should be pointed out that compared to molecular sc
tering processes, the electronic resonance decay pro
considered here is relatively fast~with a typical time scale of
tens of femtoseconds!. The corresponding energy scale a
coupling strength of the electronic resonance decay is, h
ever, much larger. This makes the theoretical treatment m
challenging for methods that are based on a nonlocal-t
kernel such as the path-integral method of Ref. 29. For
present parameter regime, a stepsize of 0.1–0.3 fs and a
nel memory length of more than 50 time steps would
required for a path integral study,29 which makes it unfea-
sible without making further approximations. This proble
does not exist in the self-consistent hybrid method propo
in this paper because of its time-local nature. It is thus pro
ising to apply the method to other complex processes wi
large subsystem.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have described a systematic way
achieving convergence in hybrid methods for complex m
lecular systems, the self-consistent hybrid method. In
first step, the overall system is partitioned into a ‘‘core’’ a
a ‘‘reservoir,’’ based on any convenient but otherwise rat
arbitrary initial guess. The dynamical hybrid calculation
then performed for this specific ‘‘core’’–‘‘reservoir’’ parti
tion. The ‘‘core’’ is treated in a numerically exact fashio
using the basis set method in a multiconfiguration tim
dependent Hartree~MCTDH! context. An appropriate ap
proximate method, such as classical or semiclassical
chanics, or quantum perturbation theory, is used to treat
‘‘reservoir.’’ Different from other previously applied hybrid
methods, the partition of ‘‘core’’–‘‘reservoir’’ is not fixeda
priori . Instead, it is cast into a self-consistent iterative p
cedure that in many ways resembles a usual variational
culation: the size of the ‘‘core’’ is gradually increased, t
Downloaded 17 May 2005 to 169.229.129.16. Redistribution subject to A
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gether with other necessary variational parameters,
achieve numerical convergence. Therefore, the method
principle numerically exact.

The efficiency and feasibility of the proposed se
consistent hybrid method are demonstrated by applying i
two problems in the condensed phase, the spin-boson p
lem and the electronic resonance decay in the presence
nuclear bath. It is shown that for a broad parameter regi
the current method achieves numerical convergence w
relatively few variational parameters. The resulting comp
tations are easily achieved on a modern workstation.42 Con-
sidering the fact that the current method does not rely
integrating out any part of the overall system, it should
quite straightforward to apply the method to other comp
problems with a large subsystem and/or anharmonic bat

For the spin-boson problem, most of the transition b
havior~rather than specific limits! shown in this paper canno
be predicted by any existing analytic theories. This is due
the ill time scale separation between electron and pho
motions, relatively large couplings, existing of a sizable e
ergy bias between the two electronic states, or other imp
tant physical reasons. The correct description of such tra
tions are very important for the understanding of electr
transfer mechanisms and building appropriate physical m
els that are crucial in interpreting various experiments
condensed phase systems. In those situations, the experi
tal information is often highly averaged. Preassuming a c
tain physical regime and subsequent application of appr
mate theories~applicable to that regime! often leave no room
for other possible mechanisms that are lacking in the co
sponding theories. The method proposed in this paper
vides an unbiased way of investigating the true react
mechanism, and also facilitates further development of
proximate theories.

The self-consistent hybrid method provides both ac
rate and practical ways of dealing with various physical tra
sitions. It is quite natural for this method to handle a tran
tion from a ‘‘fast’’ bath ~in general short memory length fo
the dynamical impact of the bath! to a ‘‘slow’’ bath ~in gen-
eral long time memory!, as is shown in Figs. 3 and 5. On th
other hand, it is also shown that the timescale of a bath m
is not the only criterion that determines its ‘‘quantum’’ o
‘‘classical’’ treatment. Convergence tests need to be car
out to ensure that the results are accurate, and somet
other criteria are more efficient~e.g., Figs. 4 and 5!. Neither
is the method restricted to the mixed quantum-class
model. As demonstrated in the paper, a method that c
bines the MCTDH treatment for the ‘‘core’’ and a perturb
tive treatment for the ‘‘reservoir’’ is more efficient for ver
low temperatures. In this case the ‘‘core’’ contains t
‘‘slower’’ bath modes. A more thorough investigation of th
spin-boson problem and comparisons with various appro
mate theories is given in the following paper.22

For the problem of electronic resonance decay, it
shown that the electron–nuclear interactions effectiv
lower the energy level of the resonance state, thereby ind
ing localizations for electrons. Both the kinetics and the th
modynamic limit of the resonance decay are altered as
temperature of the nuclear bath changes. A cohere
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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incoherent transition occurs as the temperature increa
with the resulting initial decay becoming slower. This pro
lem contains rich physics and deserves further theore
investigation.

In the current self-consistent hybrid method, a ‘‘goo
initial guess for the ‘‘core’’–‘‘reservoir’’ can accelerate th
iterative process, but is somehow difficult to choose with
some knowledge of the specific problem. This is similar
other variational calculations, where certain approxim
theories may help in picking such an initial guess. In t
mixed quantum-classical calculations, we start by treat
only the electronic states in the ‘‘core,’’ i.e., using the cla
sical Ehrenfest model, with only the electronic degree
freedom treated quantum mechanically, as our initial gu
Usually more than 10 iterations are needed before reac
final convergence. A better initial guess, after investigat
broad parameter regimes, is empirically found for the sp
boson problem that bath modes withv.(0.521)kBT usu-
ally need to be treated in the ‘‘core.’’

There are other techniques that can further improve
numerical efficiency of the current method. For example, o
can put some important and strongly coupled collective
grees of freedom, thereaction coordinates, into the ‘‘core’’
for rigorous treatment, so that most of the remaining degr
of freedom can be treated more approximately. There is
tainly much to be done to explore such methods that
applicable to even more complex systems. The curr
method provides both benchmark results and essential in
dients for such development.
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